Two well-known poems of W. B. Yeats are seen here in a specific perspective of Creation primal elements (earth, water, air, fire) 
mythical lunar system of Yeats, with which the poems do coincide, not only by the point of view of a place of life of the spirit after death, to which Yeats would be a visitor as a spirit or a new possibility of life, but it coincide with that phase of human history, where spirit rules, in front of full practical nature; a period of spiritual quest and of the prophets. (W. B. Yeats. A Vision, 1975, 183) Here, going in deep, we move forward and through the interpretation of the structure of poetry, based on the elemental symbols of Creation, according to the symbolic poetic of evocation and imaginary by French Symbolism myth of the fall of man, Yeats, now old aged, is seeking to realise his aim: the quest, the poetic highest aim -eternal and immortal art.
The elemental symbols of water, air, earth and fire are part not only of structure of the Genesis/ Creation suggesting poetic rewriting on Creation, through creation (poetry), but they are elemental classical symbols of European philosophy, as they are shown to Empedocle or later on to Lucretius work. This correlation through his poetry for Yeats to Bible, Genesis and Lucretius and Empedocle (Empedocle, 1908, 1-7; Lucretius, 2001, 705-725) vision of creation has to do with the manner how he sees the religion: knowledge where is melted together religion, the belief on magic and scientific knowledge.
Yeats at that time old aged, think of the end, death, and artistic creation, immortality through it, otherwise the evocation of Revelation (the apocalypses of St. John) is motivated, according to Yeats who thought on Byzantium as a New Jerusalem a place stranger for the life, fenced from the alive life, (Yeats, A Vision, 1975, 288 ) Moreover Yeats aim the byzantine art, concretely oriental poetic, leaning to the sameness, melting, avoiding the individual and stressing the universal, as he aim with this art the Heavy, the Devine. (Franc Kermode, 1961, 124-25) For this reason it is seen by Yeats as an earthly Eden and a place of spirit after death. By the point of view of art it is the ideal place for the artistic quest. There is of course the symbol of a city (mythical city) and that of sailing. Seeing Byzantium as a New Jerusalem or a New Rome, as it was constructed we need to read the poem according to the text of Bible, Revelation and the symbols taken there and Creation of Genesis. However to this symbolism we add even the symbol of a city as temple explained by Fray (Northrop Fray, 1990, 194) and the symbol of sailing, from which the other symbols of water, fire, air, earth, golden bird out of fire are reorganized poetically without losing the traditional significance symbolically. In the now reorganised reading of symbolism we see the poem of biblical intertextuality. Yeats reveals us a spiritual journey/sailing. Seeing this by the Revelation point of view, we emphasise that the poems are written in a just period of time, when an old aged man think of the end of life, that is to say the Revelation also for a creation. Yeats was at that time 62, 65 years old and he is preoccupied of the age, old age, the world, success, the end, and conclusion. The first lines who open the poem written in 1927 are:
That is no country for old men.
An aged man is but a paltry thing … A tattered coat upon a stick… (Yeats, 1974, 104) In correlation with the symbol of Byzantium, as temple, new one (New Jerusalem or New Rome), there is a journey/ sailing toward it, which suggest another interpretation, that of the quest. This last linked with the archetypal symbol of water, bear suggestions of Great Flood or Apocalyptical one, human life, a state of chaos or of tousle that follows after an ordinary death (Fray, 1990, 201) and the universal mind, eternal, unlimited, always in motion. Metaphysical Bible Dictionary, 838) So the journey of Yeats is a kind of eternal journey to the death (dark), but it is at the same time, a knowledge journey from dark of earth to the light of sky, from the ignorance to knowledge and from death to immortality. While the symbol of earth, air, and the golden bird, out of fire interconnect organically and significantly, as all they express responds not logically to their establishment in nature. So the bird is not true, it is one of the wonders of magic, made by fire, prepared by a master blacksmith, more a product of artistic creation, rather than nature, it has to do not only with air, but even the earth (blacksmith's made) and fire, as immortal monuments to which Yeats is longing for, not as a guest, but as a dead person, who will fill the thirst for knowledge and Knowledge. Motivated as a journey/sailing/quest, that from Ireland (1927) to mythical Byzantium, meanwhile it is a reassessment of the Revelation symbols: city, man, Devine, water, fire,( Bible, Revelation) interpret them artistically in function of this mythical sailing as a symbol of authorial, poetic, human quest -a journey, a departure as basic mytheme of hero myths. ( Propp, 2004, 46) As it is known in the narrative discourse, the journey/sailing has its real artistic approach, but in the poetic text of Yeats the journey/sailing is not of this type. It is all unreal, constructed in another level of perception: not of earthly, it aims as writing art, heavenly high, therefore operates and express to the imaginary level, symbolic one, from which the journey/sailing to the other world, even shifting from the Ireland, a notion just established is a mythic journey/visionary dantesque sailing from the hell to heaven.
In favour to this interpretation comes an approach New Jerusalem -Byzantium. From there, as a New Jerusalem is only a pure soul, because it has reached the spiritual highs (lamb's bride) see: Revelation 21:9. Yeats asks to die or see himself as worthless also unaccepted in a city such as "aged man", "paltry thing" "A tattered coat upon a stick", "a dying animal" (Yeats, 1974, 104) The youth people being the contrary to the author's age are "dying generation" also. (Yeats, 1974, 104) Everything the author leads us to believe is a contradiction in the body and spirit where the city of Byzantium is the soul receiver. Meanwhile the interrelation created by The young ...,birds in the trees..., the salmon falls, ... seas, fish, flesh,... (Yeats, 104) alive, b.s ) are of earthly temporality. Yeats does not look with any envy these people of Byzantium and a line after, he reveals the aim: "Monuments of unageing intellect." "Nor is there singing school, but studying/ Monuments of its own magnificence" (Yeats. 1974, 104) If we try to find for each image and symbol of poetry its fundamental components respectively, we can see how structurally and semantically the symbols operate in this poem.
The first stanza there is organized on functional contrapositions, doubles or triples. Thus we have: the old man-the young man; life-death; body-soul, which are self sufficed with other contrapositions the old man -"The young/In one another's arms" (human, earth), "birds in the trees" ( birds, air), "the salmon falls" (fishes, water), "seas"(water), , "the mackerel crowded /Fish, flesh, or foul,... sensual music" (Yeats, 1974, 104 Structurally there is another contraposition, that of death-life; as the contrariety of singing -studying in: Nor is there singing school but studying-leads us to knowledge. And Monuments of its own magnificence ; ( Yeats, 1974, 104) are seen here by the old man point of view. Now we can see that the point of view we use to deconstruct the Yeats poetry through symbols and the fundamental elemental components of creation (earth, water, air, fire). So, in this sense, the interrelation of external symbolism accompanied by the fundamental components, basis of creation, and the four classical elements of European philosophy also, on which the poetry is created.
According to this, the third stanza is organized as such. Third stanza:
The old man-death Heart (disease-desire), man -eternity Body-soul Where the most foundamental are two: 1. Old man-death 2. Human -eternity The old man leaves testament his soul, while he pleads to the sages standing in God's holy fire …be the singing-masters of my soul. (Yeats, 1974, 104) Where there is for the first time the appearance of fire, as an element of creation.
Consume my heart away; sick with desire And fastened to a dying animal, (Yeats, 104) This creation scheme of poem coincide with the creation …be the singing-masters of my soul. (Yeats, 104) Where there is for the first time the appearance of fire, as an element of creation.
Consume my heart away; sick with desire And fastened to a dying animal, (Yeats, Between the Genesis and the inner structure of poem there are differences, as it is not created a creation, as it is not fulfilled, the author's quest for an immortal art and the eternity through it.
Therefore, the poem, suggesting Genesis, suggest to us the Revelation also, where the fire is an important part of its symbolism. However, there is important to emphasise that light and fire are divine attributes and the Spirit of God is the main Force for the Creation. The Creation in itself is thanks to the God's Will.
If Yeats structurally moves toward to this kind of creation he, therefore, expresses it through A Vision, where Sailing to Byzantium and Byzantium are part of his mythical system.
If in the first poem Yeats is sailing toward a city, mythical one, Byzantium of that time can be seen as a city of 15 Phase, according to the mythical system and it is characterized by pure subjectivity.
The individual, author and his poem suggest an experience of spiritual life after death. If the first poem Yeats emphasise Sailing to... as a transcendental journey the second poem need to be the city in itself, mythical and completely spiritual that is to say: Yeats try to reach his poetical aim. In this perspective the first poem can be seen as indefinite journey, as it remained of earthly type, not spiritual.
In fact, in the second poem Yeats got another try to achieve his main goal.
Since here the interrelation with the fundamental components, earthly images move high to the spiritual; from earth to the heaven and sea, not as earthly part, but of after life, that suggests an Eden, a mythic city.
In this point the quest is heavenly. The poet himself now moves toward the spiritual mind and imagery. This quest, according to the sailing as a symbol of transcendence is associated with the symbol of Great Cathedral, which is not only a suggestion to the Hagia Sophia Cathedral only, but it, means also Holy Wisdom. Michael Angold, 2002, 2) And this cathedral, Holy wisdom is the symbol for the city of Byzantium too, as Holy city, a myth. It remains in the image, as myth for Yeats for it is transformed after the ottoman occupation (Byzantium was transformed to Istanbul and St. Sophia in a Mosque).
Its meaning is of course a symbolic and mythic one, representing the city, the temple, as apocalyptical symbols. (Fray, 1990, 199) Moreover, here in "A starlit or a moonlit dome disdains/ All that man is..." Yeats reveals the city and the cathedral as completely spiritual, as it disdain the entire human. He is writing of the Byzantium of the 1 and 15 phases when there is full moon and dark moon, which is characterized by pure objectivity and pure subjectivity that mean no human, can be part of. The cathedral cannot represent the earthly build, but the heavenly one, the holy temple that starlit (dark moon) and moonlit (full moon).
Therefore, in the first stanza, although author speaks for this Byzantium of pure subjectivity (phase 15), it disdains at the first lines the earthly images; human made of flesh: The fury and the mire of human veins. (Yeats, 1974, 153) The image of cathedral, its gong, the chapel, should bring in mind the solemnity and the wonder which is in the mind of the visitor of seeing for the first time this cathedral, its handiwork, and its architectural wonder toward the dome. It is in itself the immortal work of art for the Yeats of the first poem; it is the Idea, Love, the immortal monument, and the temple of the New Jerusalem, according to which it is associated with the typical symbols of fire and sea, as in Bible, Revelation.
Here the spiritual word of Byzantium goes on a sea where is the poet himself. Sailing as a symbol of the quest and "winding stars" as symbol of deepness and highness give to the poem the just image. The process of sailing never occur in the reality of the poem, nor it is described as such. It is a visionary sailing, therefore the sea is no more as in Bible and has to do with the spiritual sailing to the sea of afterlife, sailing that is associated with the symbol of water and that of heavenly fire as purgatorial purifying or that of shade and the mouth without breath of another spirit. The artefact displayed there in the third stanza as:
1. The profound place, the spiritual journey place Where it is the image of spirits and spirit. Before me floats an image, man or shade. 2. The place where dolphin lives and this is the symbol of spirit and wisdom. 3. The meeting place of dolphin and spirit and that of the sea which is no more. ( see Revelation, 21.1) For this reason the symbol of Byzantium according to the first poem is spiritual. The earthly Byzantium is substituted with that of emperor's army: The Emperor's drunken soldiery are abed; (Yeats, 153) and the artistic creation: golden bird with the Marbles of the dancing floor. The earthly Byzantium is not more; instead of it is a heavenly imagery of it, dominated by fire and sea.
The sailing is no more a journey to a city, the poetic voice reached it in the first poem, and the city is not the same.
1. Earth/air, heaven 2. Sea, the spirits 3. Art, golden bird (fire) 4. Fire 5. Sea, fire, art The difference between these two poems argument the idea expressed before, that of a fifth element of Creation: Idea, Spirit of God, Love. To this it corresponds with the golden bird.
Miracle, bird or golden handiwork, More miracle than bird or handiwork, Planted on the star-lit golden bough, (Yeats, 1974, 153) Here this golden bird is the symbol of artist and the work of art, as it is known the bird is the ancient image of spiritual. Moreover as of gold made, symbol of eternal and immortality, it is the masterpiece of an artist, spiritual one, inspired by the Creator/God. Therefore Yeats calls it More miracle than bird or handiwork, therefore it is linked with the Idea, The Spirit of God, Love and the element of fire is divine attributed and present.
